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Small variation in local structure of TiO2 polymorphs leads to a large variation in
electronic properties.
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Abstract

We report that the valence and conduction band energies of TiO2 can be tuned over a 4 eV

range by varying the local coordination environments of Ti and O. We examine the electronic

structure of eight known polymorphs and align their ionization potential and electron affinity

relative to an absolute energy reference, using an accuratemulti-scale quantum-chemical ap-

proach. For applications in photocatalysis, we identify the optimal combination of phases to

enhance activity in the visible spectrum. The results provide a coherent explanation for a wide

range of phenomena, including the performance of TiO2 as an anode material for Li-ion batter-

ies, allow us to pinpoint hollandite TiO2 as a new candidate transparent conducting oxide, and

serve as a guide to improving the efficiency of photoelectrochemical water splitting through

polymorph engineering of TiO2.

Introduction

Optical and electronic engineering of metal oxides for a range of technological applications has

led to the study of increasingly complex multi-component systems, recently including mixed-anion

solid solutions for modification of the valence band energy.1–7The inherent chemical and structural

disorder of multi-component systems results in variation in materials properties and performance,

and provides a major challenge for scaling up towards application on a commercial scale. An

alternative approach is to start with fewer chemical components and control thestructure rather

than thecomposition, which is the topic addressed in this study.

Most metal oxides can adopt a range of crystal structures depending on the preparation and

treatment conditions. In addition to known polymorphs in the equilibrium phase diagram, the

development of non-equilibrium growth techniques, such asatomic-layer deposition, provides an

opportunity to exploit hitherto unknown metastable structural configurations.8

The importance of local structure in determining the observable properties of a material has

been discussed since the advent of crystallography.9 In the context of ionic solids, a key descriptor

is the Madelung potential of each crystallographic site, which is determined by a summation to
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infinity over the ionic charges of the surrounding ions.10 Knowledge of the variations in the local

electrostatic potential proved key to the development of theories of work functions,11 defect chem-

istry including ionic conductivity,12 and even, for example, to the understanding of the nature of

hole pairing in high-temperature superconductors.13

Since the discovery in 1972 by Fujishima and Honda14 of the ability of TiO2 to split water

using sunlight, there has been extensive research into improving the efficiency of this process. It

has been found that samples containing a mixture of the most abundant phases of TiO2, anatase

and rutile, outperform pure phase samples.15 We have recently explained this behaviour by the

variation in the electrostatic potential of Ti and O in the two polymorphs, which drives changes in

the ionisation potential and electron affinity (work function) of the materials.16 The idea of mixing

other known polymorphs of TiO2, including brookite and TiO2-B, is a natural extension of this

concept, but has to date not been explored.

A key requirement for the water splitting process is that theelectronic energy bands of the

photoelectrode are aligned with respect to the redox potentials of water. In electronic structure

calculations, under periodic boundary conditions, there is no absolute reference potential.17 The

absence of a well-defined vacuum level hinders prediction ofthe suitability of novel materials

for photoelectrochemical, or indeed photovoltaic or otheroptoelectronic, applications. To over-

come this problem, we have developed a multi-region, quantum mechanical / molecular mechan-

ical (QM/MM) solid-state embedding procedure. The embedding procedure exploits the ‘tin-foil’

boundary condition in the three-dimensional electrostatic (Ewald) summation to provide an abso-

lute reference. This approach advantageously treats all possible charge (oxidation) states of the

defect (e.g. created by electron addition or removal) within the same reference frame.

In this work, we consider all four naturally occurring TiO2 phases, as well as four phases that

have been sythesised experimentally. We relate the variations in ionisation potential and electron

affinity of each polymorph to the differences in crystal structure, and in particular to the local

coordination environments and medium-range order of oxygen and titanium. To complement our

embedding procedure, density functional theory (DFT) within periodic boundary conditions is
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used to calculate the full electronic band structure of eachmaterial, and to construct a complete

band alignment scheme for the binary TiO2 system. The scheme developed here should provide a

solid foundation for future studies and optimisation of titania based materials and devices, but has

a relevance to a wider range of metal oxide applications.

Computational details

We utilise two approaches to determine the electronic energy bands of each polymorph of TiO2

relative to vacuum.

Solid-state Embedding

We employ a hybrid QM/MM embedded cluster approach, as implemented in theChemShell

code,64,65 which provides direct access to the vacuum level without anysurface present. The

method for calculatingI consists of modelling a charged defect (in this case a hole atthe top of

the valence band in bulk) within a cluster of about 80 atoms treated at a QM level of theory, which

is embedded in a larger cluster of about 10,000 atoms treatedat a MM level of theory. The MM

cluster is modelled using a polarisable shell interatomic forcefield66 that accurately reproduces the

high-frequency dielectric tensor of bulk,12,16 so that it provides the correct polarisation response

of the surrounding infinite solid to the charged defect in theQM region. In this way the defect is

treated at the dilute limit.67

I is determined using a∆SCF (self-consistent field) approach, i.e. by calculating the energy

difference between the system in the neutral and positive charge states. The accuracy of this

approach is well established.16,52,68–72

Cluster Size

For each phase, a spherical cut of the bulk material of radius30 Å was taken. This sphere was

then surrounded by point charges, the charge of which were fitted to reproduce the Madelung
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potential of the infinite system within the central region ofthe sphere (with a tolerance of 10−6

V). The sphere is then divided into a QM region at the centre, surrounded by an interface region,

then an active MM region, then a 15 Å wide frozen MM region (seeRef.67 for more details).

The QM region need not be stoichiometric nor charge neutral owing to the boundary conditions

of the cluster model. We used different QM region sizes in order to test for convergence. For

rutile, anatase, brookite, TiO2-B, α-PbO2, baddeleyite, hollandite, and ramsdellite the smaller QM

cluster size consisted of 55, 47, 51, 47, 69, 91, 43, 43 atoms,respectively; the larger QM cluster

size consisted of 71, 79, 71, 93, 89, 102, 73, 79 atoms, respectively. The resulting ionisation

potentials were converged within approximately 2%.

QM Region

QM calculations were done using theGamess-UK73 code. A triple-zeta valence plus polarisation

Gaussian basis set was used for Ti and O ions, with a 10 core electron effective core potential

(ECP) used in modelling Ti atoms.74,75Electron exchange and correlation were treated at the level

of hybrid meta-GGA, as parametrised in the BB1k formalism,76 which gives a highly accurate

description of electron localisation, atomisation energies and thermochemistry.

MM Region

MM calculations were performed using theGULP code.77 The shell polarisable interatomic force-

field we have used to treat the MM region is a modification of a forcefield model previously derived

to treat SrTiO3,12,16which was based on the Born model of ionic solids.78 The model is designed

to reproduce the high frequency dielectric properties of TiO2, meaning that it has been employed to

relax electronic degrees of freedom only. We simulate ion-ion interactions as two-body interactions

using a Coulomb sum:

UCoulomb
i j =

qiq j

ri j
, (1)
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whereUi j is the energy of interaction andri j is the separation between ionsi and j, andqi is the

charge on ioni; and using a Buckingham potential, including a dispersion term, of the form

UBuck
i j = Aexp(ri j/ρ)−

C

r6
i j

, (2)

where the parametersA, ρ , andC depend on speciesi and j.

The polarizability of the ions is taken into account using the shell model of Dick and Over-

hauser,66 where each ion is separated into a core and shell, with the massless shell (chargeY )

connected to the core by a spring. The total charge of the core-shell equals the formal charge of

the ion. The energy is given by:

Uc−s =
1
2

Kr2
c−s +

1
24

K4r4
c−s, (3)

whereK and K4 are the spring constants andrc−s is the distance between the core and shell.

The parameters used are given in Table 1. This force field model was also used in calculating

the Madelung potentials and defect energies within the Mott-Littleton11 approach. We note that,

in using a common reference, i.e. the vacuum level, we are able to compare directly calculated

ionisation potentials across the different polymorphs.

Table 1: Interatomic potential parameters for bulk TiO2, including shell polarization on Ti and O
ions (e is the electron charge).

Buckingham A (eV) ρ (Å) C (eVÅ−6)
O shell — O shell 22764.3 0.15 43.0
O shell — Ti shell 835.0 0.38 9.6

Shell K (eVÅ−2) Y (e) K4 (eVÅ−4)
Ti core — Ti shell 981.4 -1.00 50000
O core — O shell 11.7 -2.39 50000
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Interface Region

To treat the interface between the QM and MM regions, a specially designed local effective core

pseudopotential (ECP) was placed on Ti sites located withina range of 5 Å from the edge of the

QM region.16 The ECPUp(r) has the form:

r2Up(r) = A1r exp(−Z1r2), (4)

where the parametersA1 andZ1 were fitted in order to minimize the gradients on the ions in the QM

and interface region, and the spread of deep core levels in the energy spectrum. The parameters

are (in atomic units)A1 = 0.935,Z1 = 0.356.

Periodic Models of the Ideal Solid

The band gap of each polymorph was determined using plane-wave DFT, treating electron ex-

change and correlation with the screened hybrid HSE06 functional.79 We use plane-wave DFT, as

calculating the electron affinity accurately would requirea bigger cluster model and basis sets that

are much too large for current computing resources. When calculatingI using the∆SCF approach,

the BB1k functional accounts for the self-interaction error,16 while when calculatingEg the HSE06

functional describes well the periodic solid, and indeed isknown to reproduce accurately the band

gaps of rutile and anatase.61

The plane-wave DFT calculations were performed using theVASP code,80–83 with the pro-

jector augmented wave approach84 used to describe the interaction between the core (Ti:[Ar],

O:[He]) and valence electrons. A plane-wave cut-off of 500 eV was used in each case, and for the

rutile, anatase, brookite, TiO2-B, α-PbO2, baddeleyite, hollandite, and ramsdellite phases we used

a 4×4×6, 4×4×4, 2×4×4, 4×4×4, 4×4×4, 4×4×4, 3×3×3, and a 2×6×4 specialk-

points mesh centred at theΓ point, respectively. These settings provided total energyconvergence

within 10−4 eV/atom. The band gap calculations were performed using unit cells derived from the

experimental lattice parameters, with the ions kept at their experimentally determined positions.
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Results and Discussion

Polymorphs of TiO2

The crystal structures of the eight polymorphs considered here are shown in Figure 1. In all

our calculations, we fix the ionic coordinates at the experimentally determined values and relax the

electronic degrees of freedom. Performing the calculations in this manner means that a comparison

of the total energies of the phases is of limited value; nevertheless the calculated energies are all

thermodynamically accessible (at room temperature), which corroborates the structural stability of

the polymorphs studied. The naturally occurring phases considered are (space groups in paranthe-

ses): rutile (P4/mnm),18 anatase (I41/amd),19 brookite (Pbca),20 and TiO2-B (C2/m).21 The syn-

thetic polymorphs include the high-pressure phasesα-PbO2 (Pbcn)22 and baddeleyite (P21/c)23

(in the limit of ambient pressure) and the nanoporous phaseshollandite (I4/m)24 and ramsdellite

(Pbnm).25

Each polymorph typically consists of ordered arrays of TiO6 distorted octahedra, with 3-

coordinated oxygens, apart from the baddeleyite phase which has 7-coordinated Ti and a mix of

2- and 4-coordinated O, and the TiO2-B phase which has 2-, 3-, and 4-coordinated O. The phases

differ in the order, distortion, and connectivity of the polyhedra.26,28 Relevant structural data can

be gleaned from publicly accessible databases,e.g., see Ref.27

Absolute Electronic Energy Levels

We report the calculated ionisation potential (I), determined using the hybrid QM/MM approach,

the energy band gap (Eg), determined using plane-wave DFT, and the derived electron affinity

(A, whereA = I −Eg) of each polymorph in Table 2, and depict the resulting band alignment,

relative to an absolute vacuum potential in Figure 2. These values are compared to the position of

the redox potentials of water obtained from the standard hydrogen electrode potential (E(H+/H2)

= 4.44 V relative to vacuum at room temperature29) and the water-splitting free energy of 1.23

eV.30–32 For comparison, we show in Table 2 experimentally determined values ofEg where
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Figure 1: The different phases of TiO2 considered in this study: (a) rutile, (b) anatase, (c) brookite,
(d) TiO2-B, (e)α-PbO2, (f) baddeleyite, (g) hollandite, (h) ramsdellite (see text for references and
space groups). Polyhedra consisting of Ti atoms and nearest-neighbour O are represented in blue.
O atoms are represented by red spheres.

available. For rutile and anatase, the band gap values are from low temperature and ambient

pressure measurements,33,34 while for the less-well studied brookite phase we show the range of

experimental values that have been reported.35

Table 2: Calculated ionization potential (I), determined using a∆SCF approach within a QM/MM
embedded cluster model, energy band gap (Eg), determined using plane-wave DFT with a hybrid
functional, and derived electron affinity (A = I−Eg) of each of the TiO2 polymorphs. Experimental
values ofEg are given for comparison where available.

Polymorph I (eV) Eg (eV) A (eV) Expt. Eg (eV)
Rutile 7.83 3.10 4.73 3.031a

Anatase 8.30 3.36 4.94 3.23b

Brookite 7.66 3.51 4.15 3.1− 3.4c

TiO2-B 7.97 4.11 3.86 −

α-PbO2 7.89 3.81 4.08 −

Baddeleyite 4.77 2.20 2.57 −

Hollandite 9.16 3.86 5.30 −

Ramsdellite 8.05 3.78 4.27 −

aRef.,33 bRef.,34 cRef.35
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Figure 2: Calculated valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) positions relative to the vacuum
level for the various TiO2 polymorphs considered, shown in comparison with the H2 and O2 redox
potentials.

Variation in the ionisation potential, electron affinity and band gap of 4.39 eV, 2.73 eV and

1.91 eV, respectively, is calculated across the eight polymorphs. The baddeleyite phase exhibits

an anomalous behaviour, with an exceptionally high position of the valence band (low ionisation

potential of 4.77 eV) and a much lower electron affinity (workfunction of 2.57 eV), which combine

to give a significantly reduced band gap of 2.2 eV. From the other phases, the maximum value of

I is found for the hollandite phase (9.16 eV), while the minimum value is obtained for brookite

(7.66 eV).

The baddeleyite phase is different from the others in terms of its coordination of Ti (7 as op-

posed to 6), and has a mix of 2- and 4-coordinated O, which onlythe TiO2-B phase shares. The

Madelung potential (VM) at each ionic site has been calculated, taking into accountthe intrinsic

electron polarisation of each polymorph. We find that the twodifferently coordinated O sites in

baddeleyite have quite different values ofVM, 22.5 and 29.9 V for 2- and 4-coordinated, respec-
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tively. Lower potentials indicate higher electronic energies at anionic sites. The low Madelung

potential at the low coordination site correlates well withthe dramatic offset in the values of the

ionisation potential between baddeleyite and the other phases. Indeed, on comparing the relevant

VM we find a 3.6 eV offset between baddeleyite and brookite, in agreement with the trend we

observe using our QM/MM approach.

To provide further support to the preceding analysis, we employ the approach of Mott and Lit-

tleton,11 which includes dynamic polarisation effects of the extended crystal. Here, the ionisation

process is simulated as the formation of a hole on an oxygen site. In TiO2, the valence band is

formed predominately from overlap of oxygen 2p-like states (see the electronic density of states in

Figure 4) as seen universally in otherab initio electronic structure calculations37 and from photoe-

mission spectroscopy.38 Following the self-consistent Mott-Littleton procedure,which accounts

for electronic relaxation in response to hole formation, wecalculated the ionisation potentials for

the titania polymorphs in close agreement with theab initio QM/MM data. We have obtained

in fact an improvement on the results based on the Madelung potentials. Crucially, comparing the

quasi-particle hole energy between the brookite and baddeleyite phases (cf. 3.1 eV vs. 2.9 eV from

the Mott-Littleton and QM/MM approaches respectively), weobserve the same dramatic offset as

quantum chemical simulations.

To rationalise the difference in behaviour, we now investigate the local environment of the

polymorphs in further detail. In baddeleyite, the titaniumcoordination can be viewed as trigonal

prismatic (6-fold coordinate), where the prisms form an edge-sharing bilayer network (see Fig-

ure 3(a)). Two oxygen ions, defining one of the prism side edges, bridge between adjacent bilayers,

and connect two nearest prisms within a layer. At the same time, a third longer coordinate bond

is formed between each of these oxygens and a second-nearestneighbour prism (giving rise to the

seventh Ti–O bond). This latter oxide stands out in its properties, which are directly correlated to

the local atomic structure. Indeed, all other polymorphs ofTiO2 consist of edge and corner sharing

octahedra, rather than prisms, and the only other example ofa two coordinated oxygen is the linear

bridge between adjacent octahedral bilayers found in TiO2-B.
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Figure 3: A more detailed view of the local structure in (a) the baddeleyite phase, where the
bridging bond between a 2-coordinated oxygen and the titanium at the centre of a second-nearest
neighbour trigonal prism is shown in black; (b) the TiO2-B phase, where 2-, 3-, and 4-coordinated
oxygens are indicated by blue, red, and black arrows respectively; (c) the hollandite and (d) rams-
dellite phases, indicating a trigonal planar coordinationsite (red arrow) and a trigonal pyramidal
coordination site (blue arrow).

A similar set of arguments helps explain the behaviour of band edges in the other polymorphs.

In the first instance, we consider the hollandite phase, which has the largestI of all the polymorphs.

Analysing the local coordination of oxygen ions (see Figure3(c) and (d)), we observe two basic

environments which are shared by both nanoporous phases, ramsdellite and hollandite: in one the

ion is surrounded by three Ti sites in a slightly distorted planar trigonal configuration; in the other

the oxygen ion has a trigonal pyramidal coordination. The former configuration is common to

many TiO2 polymorphs including the three most common: rutile, anatase and brookite. We find

that, in the perfect crystal, the Madelung potential on the trigonal pyramidal site, in comparison
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with the planar site, is significantly less stable (by 0.9 V).The order, however, is reversed when

we use the Mott-Littleton approach (allowing all electronic degrees of freedom to relax), due to

the strong stabilisation of the trigonal pyramidal sites bythe Madelung field - a local polarisation

effect. Furthermore, hollandite has a particularly porousstructure, where the Coulomb interaction

between oxygen ions across the channels (or pores) is much weaker than in its denser counterpart

polymorphs, including even the other nanoporous structure(ramsdellite). This structural motif

could be utilised in future polymorph engineering studies aimed at obtaining novel materials with

a deep position of the valence band.

For the TiO2-B phase, which has 2-, 3-, and 4-coordinated oxygen ion sites (see Figure 3(b)),

we calculate the least stableVM at the 2-coordinated sites, with a potential offset of 2.3 V.VM at the

3- and 4-coordinated sites is in fact similar in value to thatin other octahedral polymorphs. From

our quantum chemical calculations (see Figure 2), we determine the valence band of this phase

to lie close to that of ramsdellite,α-PbO2, and rutile, in contrast to our molecular mechanical

result (which would place its valence band∼ 2 eV higher). The origin of this discrepancy lies

in the over-estimation of the polarisability of the 2-coordinated sites in this material. Using the

Mott-Littleton approach to treat the polarisation more accurately, while appropriately constraining

the electron density on the 2-coordinated sites and accounting for differences in the short-range

ion-ion interaction, restores the generally very good correlation between the quantum mechanical

and molecular mechanical methods, with the discrepancy reducing to∼ 0.1 eV.

Applications

Photoelectrochemical Water Splitting

The type-II band alignment predicted for the rutile-anatase mixture has two advantages for effi-

cient water-splitting using visible light. Firstly, on excitation, it is favorable for electrons to flow

from rutile to anatase, as the CBM of anatase is below that of rutile, and for holes to flow in the

opposite direction due to the relative position of the VBMs,which leads to efficient electron–hole

separation. Secondly, the effective band gap of the mixtureis lower than that of the constituent
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Figure 4: Calculated electronic density of states (DOS) andpartial DOS (including contributions
from s, p, andd orbitals) of the TiO2 polymorphs as a function of energy relative to the valence
band maximum (VBM).

polymorphs, leading to improved visible light absorption.In water-splitting applications, the most

efficient use of available light sources is sought, which is solar radiation in the visible range, hence

the desire for materials absorbing in this range. We note that UV sources can also be used in

industrial or laboratory settings where high conversion rates can be achieved.

In a recent experiment,39 it was found that using theα-PbO2 polymorph resulted in an im-

provement in H2 production from water over using rutile or anatase. We can now explain this

observation by comparing the electron affinity of the three phases. We find that the conduction
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band of theα-PbO2 phase lies 0.37 eV above the reduction potential of water, incontrast to rutile

and anatase, where the bulk level isbelow the redox potential. We note that, when the CBM lies

below the H+/H2 redox potential, it seems that water splitting will not occur under zero bias; in-

stead a voltage would need to be applied. However, by carefulengineering of suitable surfaces or

interfaces one can achieve a further offset of the CBM which raises it above the redox potential.

A favourable conduction band position is also found in the brookite phase. Indeed, it has been

found experimentally that thin-film samples of brookite TiO2 outperform anatase and rutile.35,40

We note that the improvement in Ref.40 was attributed to increased absorption in the visible spec-

trum due to the presence of defects, which may also play a rolein improving performance, but

the more favourable band alignment will provide a greater thermodynamic driving force for the

reduction reaction.

It is worth also commenting that using baddeleyite, given the calculated valence band position

of relative to the water oxidation potential, it should be possible to dampen the H2O oxidation

reaction, which could lower the rate of hydroxyl radical formation.

Two factors in the band alignment of rutile and anatase contribute to the enhanced performance

of the mixture: increased efficiency of electron-hole separation and a reduction in the effective

band gap. From Figure 2 we can conclude that an enhancement ofboth of these factors should

be possible by mixing anatase with either the brookite, TiO2-B, or α-PbO2 polymporphs. We

therefore predict that improved performance can be achieved using mixtures of anatase with these

three polymorphs. To our knowledge, water splitting using such mixtures has not yet been at-

tempted. We note, however, that anatase/TiO2-B mixed samples have been used for photocatalytic

sulfurhodamine-B degradation,41 and anatase/brookite mixed samples have been used for photo-

catalytic methylene blue degradation.42 In both cases, it was found that the mixed phase samples

outperformed the pure phases, which would follow from our calculated band alignment and sup-

ports our prediction of improved water splitting performance.

Furthermore, a recent study43 found that mixed anatase/brookite samples showed reduced pho-

toluminescence in comparison to the pure phases, indicating increased charge separation. Again,
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this result would follow from our calculated band alignment.

While producing mixed phase samples may pose synthetic challenges, a recent procedure re-

ported in Ref.44 may be ideal for testing our predictions. The approach has been used to form

epitaxially sharp anatase/TiO2-B interfaces, with a minimum of stacking faults or dislocation de-

fects, but could also be applied to the other polymorphs discussed here. Ref.44 also provided the

results from DFT calculations, which confirmed the spatially separated valence and conduction

band edges by analysing the electron density. They found that the valence states were localised

in the TiO2-B layer and the conduction states in the anatase layer. Their results, obtained us-

ing a different electronic structure approach, agree well with our calculated TiO2-B/anatase band

alignment.

Electrochemical Energy Storage

Our calculated electronic band alignment reveals an important factor that contributes to TiO2-B

outperforming both anatase and rutile as an anode for lithium-ion batteries.45

The conduction band position of TiO2-B is closer to the vacuum level than that of both anatase

and rutile. The electronic chemical potential of TiO2-B is higher than that of the other two phases,

therefore its open-cell voltage is also higher. Importantly, its electrochemical potential remains

below the redox potential of common liquid electrolytes.46,47 The open-cell voltages for batteries

using TiO2-B, anatase, and rutile are 1.6 V,45 1.55 V,48 and 1.4 V,49 respectively. If the baddeleyite

phase could be stabilised in a form suitable for a battery anode, it could provide a step change in

performance.

Optoelectronics

The calculated electron affinity of hollandite is greater than that of all the other polymorphs. Fol-

lowing the doping limit rules, materials with a greater electron affinity are more easily n-type

doped.50–52

Anatase TiO2 is an effective transparent conducting oxide (TCO) when donor doped with Nb
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or F.53,54The higher work function of hollandite, together with its large fundamental band gap of

3.86eV, indicate that it will be a superiorn-type TCO than anatase, and could be ideal for both

conventionaland ultraviolet TCO applications. The latter is of particular interest for improving

the performance of photovoltaic devices as well as short-wavelength light-emitting diodes.55

Beyond Bulk Energy Levels

A close look at the literature, including photoemission, electrochemical and thermionic measure-

ments, will reveal a great range in the reported values of work function, ionisation potential and

electron affinity of TiO2.56 To consider this variation, one must take into account factors that are

overlooked by bulk band alignments alone.

Surface termination and morphology,57–59as well as features such as charge carrier lifetimes,

polaronic trapping, and charge migration to the surface play an important role in photocatalysis and

photoelectrochemistry.15,60–63These effects should be taken into consideration when explaining

the observable properties of all TiO2 polymorphs.

Despite these factors, bulk band alignment will provide thefundamental energetics upon which

a theory of electron and hole dynamics can be built, and constitutes an important initial approxi-

mation.

Conclusions

We have calculated the conduction and valence band edge energies relative to vacuum for eight

different polymorphs of TiO2, using a multiscale approach. From our results we determined the ti-

tania bulk electronic band alignment, which has been rationalised as an effect of local coordination.

The electronic energy levels of each phase are evidently correlated with the Madelung potentials

of the constituent ions.

The proposed scheme has been employed to shed light on a number of key technological ap-

plications of this class of material. By comparing the band positions on an absolute energy scale,
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we can explain observed improvements in water splitting performance by theα-PbO2 and brookite

phases and by mixed phase samples. We also give an explanation for the improved performance

of TiO2-B as an anode in Li-ion batteries, and suggest that hollandite TiO2 should be a superior

transparent conducting oxide. Our results serve as a general guide to engineering local structure in

order to maximise function in the solid state.
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